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Detroit’s Greektown seen fromMonroe and St. Antoine
streets.

When I saw the olive oil had been diluted in what
wasonce themost simpaticoofGreektownrestaurants,
I heard the death rattle of Greektown. The first major
casualtywas the oldKozaniCafe (today’s PinkPanther)
where there used to be wooden pegs for coats and old
menwould sit on an ouzo all night watching the young
guys dance and fight. There were no belly dancers in
those days, just good hill and country Greekmusic like
you have a hard time finding even in Athens. One old
“theo” played an instrument similar to Zorba’s except
on Thursdays when he went with a young whore who
worked the area regularly. That was during the days
before urban renewal knocked out most of the houses
where the pensioners lived and destroyed the interest-
ing Greek-Negro community of the area. That was be-
fore the funeral home had to relocate. That was when
the musicians could find work in their own city. That
was when Big Mike ran the Laikon and the cops spent
a frustrating afternoon tracking down a tip linking a Mr. Papagalous with a murder (Mr. Papagalous was a par-
rot). That was when the Greeks played most of the bar but in the backrooms and there was no junior executive
trade jamming into the Lafayette Bar causing a nervous Sam to turn away tieless ethnic trade. The barber shop re-
mains. The newspaper still publishes. Grocery stores carry on. A few tough coffeehouses of the old dozen. But the
entrepreneurs are modernizing. The salads shrink, the price of feta cheese (imported from Italy these days) goes
up. There are signs in thewindows to guarantee in print that you are a friend aswell as a customer. The city fathers
have become aware of their tourist gem and the basest aspect of the Greek merchant personality has responded
to civic duty. Coney island joints (symbol of bastardized Greek-American palate) have appeared. One thanks the
Olympic gods for the Stemma Bakery which still produces the raw materials needed for homemade pastries. But
nothing has been the same since Greekness was officially discovered during the time of Never on Sunday. I won’t
bother to tell you that Pireaus whores aren’t really like that, nor Greek villagers like the animals you saw in Zorba.
A certain stereotype of Greekness has been fashioned and now the community is coming to believe in it even as
the stereotype is exploited. A fewmerchants growwealthier but there is no place for the young guys to hang out at
anymore. The old-timers are dying off at a rapid rate and many prefer to remain home rather than gather in the
now barren kaffenions. The houses they might have moved into in other years are now parking lots and deserted
fields. Part of the process is that of the inevitable and perhaps justified accommodation of a minority culture into
the American malaise. Even under the best conditions, Greektown could not be the more Eastern than American



quarter it was during the initial wave of immigration, yet the recent decay of Greektown is not a process of the
melting pot but of the garbage pail. The physical attack has been thorough, destroying buildings on all sides of the
one remaining Greek street, sparing the Greek church (at least temporarily) only because of vigorous protest. The
spiritual decay is part of that general process by which Americans tend to become more and more the distorted
image they think others have of them. Any of your hyphenated friends might reveal a parallel cultural experience,
So let’s plant the goddam little flower boxes next to the parking meters. Let’s change our name from Leonides to
Lincoln. Let’s have the city condemn the unprofitable old joints for health violations. Let’s fill the street with well-
meaning enthusiasts for the Greek madness. America, you are a tough tough bitch and it will take a lot more than
a smack in the mouth to set you right.

P. S. The recent farce known as Greek-town USA took place after this article was written and was too obscene
to rate additional comment.
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